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This research aimed at understanding the perception of nurses concerning the dimensions of work in the daily activities of a university hospital. It is a descriptive, exploratory and qualitative study made with 19 nurses working in a Federal University Hospital in Minas Gerais, Brazil. Data were collected in August and September 2010, through interviews, and submitted to content analysis. The results showed four distinct dimensions: aspects related to human care, to the management of care and service, to the permanent education and to the need to produce and make use of the results of the research. It is concluded that nurses recognize the extent of their work and their interfaces in the hospital setting. The study of aspects related to the work process can contribute to the construction of the identity of the nurse and the strengthening of the profession.
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Esta pesquisa teve como objetivo compreender a percepção dos enfermeiros sobre as dimensões do trabalho que realizam no cotidiano de um hospital universitário. Trata-se de estudo descritivo-exploratório, qualitativo, realizado com 19 enfermeiros que atuavam em um hospital da rede federal de ensino do interior de Minas Gerais, Brasil. Os dados foram coletados nos meses de agosto e setembro de 2010, por meio de entrevistas, e submetidos à análise de conteúdo. Os resultados evidenciaram quatro dimensões distintas: aspectos relacionados ao cuidado humano, à gerência do cuidado e do serviço, à educação permanente e à necessidade de produzir e de consumir resultados de pesquisa. Concluiu-se que os enfermeiros reconhecem a amplitude de sua atuação e as interfaces de seu trabalho no cenário hospitalar. O estudo dos aspectos relacionados ao processo de trabalho pode contribuir na construção da identidade do enfermeiro e no fortalecimento da profissão.

Descritores: Organização e Administração; Serviço Hospitalar de Enfermagem; Condições de Trabalho; Enfermagem.

El objetivo de la investigación fue comprender la percepción de enfermeros sobre las dimensiones del trabajo que realizan en la rutina de un hospital universitario. Estudio descriptivo, exploratorio, cualitativo, llevado a cabo con 19 enfermeros que trabajaban en un hospital federal de Minas Gerais, Brasil. Los datos se recopilaron en agosto y septiembre de 2010, a través de entrevistas, y se sometieron a análisis de contenido. Los resultados señalaron cuatro dimensiones: aspectos relacionados a la atención humana, a la gestión de la atención y del servicio, a la educación permanente y a la necesidad de producir y de consumir resultados de investigación. En conclusión, los enfermeros reconocieron la amplitud de su actuación y las interfaces del trabajo en el ámbito hospitalario. El estudio de los aspectos relacionados con el proceso de trabajo puede contribuir a la construcción de la identidad del enfermero y en el fortalecimiento de la profesión.
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Dimensions of the work of the nurse in the hospital setting

Introduction

The process of work consists of the interaction among the need of the human being, production and consumption, in which the man transforms an object, originating a product. The products of a work can be concrete goods, that is, material elements that can be perceived by the organs of the senses, or services, which are perceived through the effect that they cause(1).

Concerning health, this process produces services, whose use happens during the production, that is, at the moment of the nursing care(2). In the hospital setting, the nurse has worked with priority in the dimensions of the process of nursing work, configured in assistance, managerial, educational and of research. These dimensions must articulate among themselves in an inseparably way(3).

In the assistance dimension, the need of nursing care required by the patient is characterized as object of work, with the purpose of promoting a quality, whole and ethical(2-4). The managerial dimension is focused in the organization of the work and in the material, physical and human resources of nursing, with the purpose to adequate the conditions for an organized, safe and quality assistance(2-4).

The teaching dimension contemplates both the academic perspective involving students and professors, as well as the assistance perspective, with the nurses and nursing technicians, through the permanent educations at work. In the hospital scope, the object of teaching consists of the subjects who need to acquire knowledge, abilities and attitudes through methods and resources of teaching-learning, aiming at improving the development and the professional competence, in order to minimize the problems derived from the education, and also to reach satisfactory levels of the quality of the assistance(3-5).

In turn, the dimension researched has as objective the knowledge and its gaps, with the purpose of discovering new and improved forms of acting on the working process. The products of this sub process are new knowledge, which can be used to understand and modify the work(3-4). Such dimension present a direct relation with the Practice Based on Evidence, which states that the incorporation of results of researches to the clinical practice can provide the increase of the quality of the health care and the improvement of the results of the patients(6).

These dimensions are inter-related in a simultaneous way or complementing actions related to the care of the subject, developing a set of activities turned to the process of nursing work(2-4).

It is opportune to highlight that the attributions of the nursing team (nurses, technicians and nursing assistants) comply with the Law of the Professional Exercise(7), which provides the division of the work, with the consequent fragmentation of care. In this model of organization, the nurse renders assistance to the patients who demand intensive care; he manages the nursing services and also coordinates the other cares mostly rendered by technicians and nursing assistants.

In the social-historical-political context, the nurse elaborates and organizes the work whether it is of technical or political nature, directing the assistance of the needs generated by society(2-3).

Facing these considerations, the following question arrives: how do the nurses perceive the dimensions of the work they perform in the daily activities of a university hospital?

It becomes relevant to know the dimensions of the work of the nurse in the hospital setting, glimpsing the comprehension of what is effectively being developed by this professional. It is also highlighted the importance of making a study on the dimensions of the working process of the nurse, keeping in mind the excess of functions incorporated to the labor routine. It is expected to have a contribution to better delineate the domain of the nurse, their functions and responsibilities.

For such, this study has the objective to understand the perception of the nurses on the dimensions of the work they perform in the daily activities of a university hospital.
Method

It is a descriptive exploratory study of qualitative approach, made in a federal teaching university hospital, located in Uberaba, MG, Brazil, of regional reference, which renders assistance of high complexity in the scope of the Unified Health System.

The subjects of the research were assistance nurses, placed in several units of hospitalization, who worked in the morning, afternoon and night shifts. The criterion of inclusion was to have been working in the institution for more than one year, time considered sufficient for the integration of the health professional to the institution. The simple random sampling was used in order to choose the interviewed nurses, as well as the units observed. The interviews were made until data saturation.

The data collection was made in August and September, 2010, at a venue and time chosen by the subjects, who accepted to participate in the study, after the signing of the Free Informed Consent Form, thus guaranteeing confidentiality of the information supplied.

The statements were obtained through semi-structured interviews, digitally recorded. The interview was guided by the following questions: Describe your daily routine of work. In your opinion, what justifies the execution of those activities? Of the mentioned activities, which ones do you consider priority? When evaluating the work you develop along a journey, do you believe that other activities should/could be developed and which are not? If so, which activities these would be and which reasons have prevented their execution?

Considering the nature of the study, the number of participants was not previously defined, and the data collection was closed when there were signs of saturation, that is, the moment in which there was no new information on the phenomenon under study and also when the concerns of the researches were answered and the objectives reached.

The information was completely transcript and exhaustively read, the data were submitted to the analysis of content, respecting the three proposed phases: pre-analysis, exploration of the material and treatment and interpretation of the data obtained. The statements were cut in units of register, which were codified, quantified and afterwards, grouped by convergence of meanings. The following step was categorization, where four theme categories emerged: Assistance dimension in the work of the nurse, Administrative dimension in the work of the nurse, Educational dimension in the work of the nurse and Dimension of research in the work of the nurse.

The research was approved by the Committee of Ethics and Research with Human Beings of the Universidade Federal do Triângulo Mineiro, MG, Brazil (Legal opinion no. 1626/2010). In order to have anonymity of the subjects, the letter E was attributed to each one followed by the number of the interview.

Results

Characteristics of the population of the study

The protagonists of the study were 19 nurses predominantly female and young adult. The average age was 34.7 years. The average time of work in the institution was 6.57 years. Concerning the time of graduation the average was 9.35 years. Regarding the professional qualification, four were graduated, 14 were specialists and one had post-graduation degree Stricto Sensu, the master’s degree. As to the link with the institution, 11 were linked to the Unified Legal Regime of the Country and 14 had more than one job.

Concerning the sectors of work, the study involved nurses placed in the Intensive Therapy Unit, Unit of Infectious and Parasitic Diseases, Gynecology and Obstetrics, Nursery, Medical Clinic, Surgical Clinic, Adult Emergency Room, Child Emergency Room, Pediatrics, Neurology and Orthopedics.

From the analysis of the material collected, 248 units of register were identified, which were grouped into four categories presented as follows.
**Assistance dimension in the work of the nurse**

The perception of the nurses on the activities which characterize assistance identified actions which aim at assuring the quality of the nursing assistance, as exemplified in the statement as follows: *At the moment I arrived, I have to recognize the patients. I go there to see how they are, what kind of patient there is in the sector, how they are, how I am receiving...* (E17).

The nurses when developing assistance practice see the legislation as a legal and ethical support for their actions, as the following statements show: *I do a assistance activity which is exclusive of the nurse such as naso-enteral probe, jugular puncture and evolution of nursing in the case of the Intensive Therapy Center – Adult Emergency Room. I assist the serious patient in exams and transferences. I render nursing assistance to serious patients and also not serious...* (E19). *... We make the transportation of the patient, because here the patients are not transported without the help of the nurse, we help in more complicated procedures, for example, intubation... extubation... punctures and probing...* (E2).

When they feel responsible for the direct care of the patient in a serious condition, the nurses highlight the establishing of the therapeutic alliance as a collaborating factor for the integrality of the care, considering it as the central focus of their work, as the following statement expresses: *The direct assistance to the patient is priority. The nurse has a differentiated look, many times the patient has more confidence in the nurse to expose his anxiety and doubts, and for example, concerning medication, many times the nurse provides the necessary orientation* (E3).

In the scenario of this reality of the assistance practice, the intention of implanting the Systematization of the Nursing Assistance can be perceived in the following statements: *The systematization of the assistance is what we crave, starting now with the evolutions* (E4). *... I start doing the physical examination of all the children, the ones who are hospitalized in odd beds, I make the nursing evolutions and, after those nursing evolutions, I write the nursing care which must be taken with this child...* (E4).

**Administrative dimension in the work of the nurse**

The statements of the interviewed nurses allowed highlighting distinct aspects related to the administrative functions in the daily activities of work, concerning the activities performed in the exercise of management. They registered the concern with the work team: *... the first thing I do is to organize the distribution of the workers in the Emergency Room...* (E8). *I arrive at the sector and I check if there weren’t absences; if there were I redistribute the workers...* (E16).

The statement explained in: *I do this routine, this planning like; more mental, not all nurses do this...* (E10) is concerning the planning, in essential instrument of the process of management of the organization, which allows analyzing the problems and qualifying the taking of decision.

The meetings constitute a concrete manner for the adequacy of a common assistance project, characterized by the organization of the work. An aspect which is confirmed by the nurses when they state: *... I have weekly meetings with all of them to provide general orientation* (E5). *... pass the information to the technician in a meeting, especially when there is some orientation, I pass it on to the technicians and write in a specific notebook...* (E18).

The forecast of the quantity and quality of the material used at the unit is one of the managerial actions taken by the nurse. This is highlighted in the statement as follows: *... I control the material, the equipment, all those things...* (E14). *... I request things from the warehouse, because we sign, I check everything...* (E13).

The organization of the daily work, shown by the environment or by the quality and adequacy of the materials was mentioned by the nurses: *... soon after that, I check if the emergency cart is sealed, and if the seal is equal to the seal that is described in the notebook, if the oxygen cylinder is full, the whole organization of the sector...* (E6). *... I check the situation of the emergency room and the equipment...* (E1).
Educative dimension in the work of the nurse

In this study, the education in health is identified as a relative attribution to the directing of the professionals in the daily activities of work, while proving assistance, in order to clarify doubts on procedures and techniques as well as the orientation of family members concerning the clinical condition of the patients. At the time of discharge we have to teach, orient the patient or a person of the family concerning the continuity of the treatment at home... (E17). I have to look at everything from the moment of admission of the patient... I have to pass on the information on the hospitalization... I have to teach how the hospital works... talk about the measures to keep the place clean and safe (E15).

The nurses also understand the Continued Education as a process of transformation of the institution through the capacitation and development, showing concern with a quality of the assistance rendered by the nursing team, concerning the clarification of doubts, performing updating and capacitation, as well as the assistance of the activities performed by the technical and assistant personal, when they state: ... I wanted to teach more in the service with the workers, to follow closely and see how they are developing certain activities, if they are doing the correct technique, to provide some orientation... (E14).

Dimension of research in the work of the nurse

The nurse who acts in different practices of the process of work faces the needs to produce and consume products of research, thus subsidizing the process of care. It is highlighted that this process must make in an integrated and concomitant manner. So, such dynamics produces new knowledge or ways of doing and/or investigating, showing itself at the same time favorable or adverse, in this context. This need is described by the statement of a participant: The nurse, besides providing assistance, should also provide updating, this is a scientific progress. Because the nurse stays a long time in the assistance area and knows the practice, and the professors keep the scientific knowledge, the union of this part would be a good opportunity to develop scientific articles, promote the improvement of the assistance and of the teaching. I observe that there is a distance between the professors and the nurses of the hospital. It's necessary to improve, enhance the domain of vision, to see things from a different angle (E12).

Another factor is the integration between professors and assistance professionals, in order to invigorate teaching through activities of field investigation, when highlighting the importance of the research in the following statement: ... another thing that I think it's very important, it would be if you were doing some work, making some research, because the sector is very rich... (E13).

Discussion

The characteristic of the nursing work is guided by human care, based on science and technology. The assistance activities are performed from the thorough perspective of the human being dependent of care which, articulated with other systematized actions, make the nursing work easier. At the hospital institutions, the nursing actions require theoretical and practical knowledge in order to base and enable the development of the activities, once they are characterized by different levels of complexity10.

In the process of work in nursing, the responsibilities goes beyond the assistance, that is, the actions of management comprise the organization and the planning of physical, human, material resources and the structuring with the purpose to obtain adequate conditions of assistance and work. According to that, the attributions of responsibility of the nurse are relevant for the qualification of assistance to the subjects2.

The priority in the process of assistance work has as action the therapeutic care, which consists of direct or indirect care, contextualized in each situation, aiming at satisfying the need of the subject, having in the therapeutic perspective the nursing assistance as a priority in the process of work10. The assistance action refers to the care of the team and the subjects who need it, and it is fundamental to have the recognition of the work as a necessary focus to be managed in the institutions of health, in order to extrapolate
the technique and incorporate the knowledge and the attitudes in a rational manner that those transit from sense to sensibility\textsuperscript{(4,11)}.

It is worth registering that the promulgation of Law no. 7498/1986, which provides the regulation of the Exercise of Nursing in Brazil, is that the private right of the nurse to the activities concerning the: ‘planning, organization, coordination, execution and evaluation of the nursing assistance services’ was legally formalized, that is, of the administrative or managerial process of these service\textsuperscript{(7)}.

Among the assistance activities developed, it is observed that the nurses report that they dedicate themselves to the performance of procedures especially the ones considered of higher technical complexity, such as dressing, probing and venous punctures.

When reporting that the priority is care in its elementary form, the subjects express the concern to render a good assistance to the patient through the direct supervision of his team, guaranteeing that the work is executed the best possible manner. For that the nurse needs to use all the scientific knowledge acquired along his education. So that this process can be effective, it becomes necessary to have the development of competences and abilities, aiming at a differentiated complete and holistic care in the real sense of the word\textsuperscript{(2,4,10,12)}.

In this study the nurses include the Systematization of Assistance of Nursing, based in complying with the legal principles of the profession and improve the assistance. This process requires professional competence of the nurses. So, Systematization of Assistance of Nursing needs to extrapolate the limits of disciplinary knowledge and go on in the dialogic and complementary perspective towards the other health professionals, considering the need of interdisciplinary work, the continuity of care and the connectivity of the practices of health\textsuperscript{(12)}.

The Resolution of the Federal Counsel of Nursing no. 272/2002, in its article 2\textsuperscript{nd} affirms that: ‘the implementation of the Systematization of the Assistance of Nursing must occur in every institution of health, public or private\textsuperscript{(13)}. Even with the effort of the Counsel and the whole professional class, it is knowledge that despite having been introduced in Brazil in the 70 decade, still presents a huge gap between the production of knowledge and its applicability in the daily practice of the nurse\textsuperscript{(12)}.

The use of this method of work requires the critical and scientific thought of the nurse, focused in objectives and targets aiming at the positive results in order to assist the needs of the patient and his family; it requires constant updating, abilities and experience, oriented by the ethics and the standards of behavior. The Systematization of the Assistance of Nursing offers aids for the development of interdisciplinary and harmonized methodologies of care. Researches made on this theme highlight that this methodology provides an improvement of the assistance quality, more efficiency, autonomy and scientific approach, as well as the need of research and its knowledge in the scenario of services of health\textsuperscript{(12,14)}.

The formalization of their attributions, associated to the role played by the nurse and the organizations of health, determines that he should be responsible for the administration of nursing assistance. This prerogative grants to the nurse the responsibility of taking decisions, requiring its fulfillment in order to concatenate with the objectives and the use of resources of the organization. So, it is possible to state that the administration of assistance of nursing is materialized in one manager: the nurse\textsuperscript{(2)}.

The comprehension of the process of work and the administration in the hospital context made by nurses is indispensable in the daily activities of the hospital organizations, whose major purpose is to offer an adequate assistance of nursing to the patient and to the society. It is worth highlighting that this exercise is a challenging activity. Nowadays, this process is subsidized by different theories which permeate the necessary reformulations to the adaptation of the constant instabilities in the market and in the world. The administration in nursing is mentioned by several authors as the activity which has had the gre-
atest development in the practice of the nurses, with implications for the quality of assistance as well(10-11,15).

In this context, the process of administering in nursing has as the center of its attention the user, oriented for the assistance which involves planning, direction, supervision and evaluation of the activities developed by the nursing team, aiming at the assistance of the needs of this clientele(5,10-11).

Results related to planning report that in an environment of work where there is no structured planning of the activities and determination of priorities, there is a significant loss of time in the process of management, leading the professionals to redo the activities performed without success(5,10-11,16).

The experience of the nurse who acts in the hospital service is manifested by attitude, values and standards of behavior in the development in the activities which involve the process of administrating, defining the actions to be implemented by the team. With the planning the nurse unleashes the other fundamental functions of management, that is, the possibility of coordinate, control and evaluate the performance of the team facing the practice and social organization, thus observing attitude and postures which characterize the health professionals(5,11,15-17).

The planning of the assistance of nursing aims at defining the actions to be implemented in advance, by the team, having the objective to reach their targets facing the needs of the patients/clients(16-17).

In the planning of daily activities, the nurses elaborate administrative and operational instruments, in order to obtain an effective performance of their process of work(16). These instruments point at the effectiveness of management of the care of nursing and of the care in health. The elaboration of the daily distribution of the workers was highlighted among the managerial activities of the nurses. This distribution among the sectors is always subject to modification, once the nursing professionals can be moved from one area to another, according to the increase or decrease of the number of patients along one shift of work(16).

In the daily practice of the nurses, the distribution of the staff is made empirically, in order to depend on the professional experience when evaluating the gravity and the load of the work of nursing required by the patient, grounded on the clinical instability of the patient and on the therapeutic procedures to be made, in order to avoid the overload of work of the professionals and ensure the quality of assistance(16-18).

The nurses are responsible, among other activities, by the management of care, which involves the management of resources and the coordination and articulation of the work of the nursing team and the supervision of the technical and institutional functions(17-18). So that this process can be effective, the communication and integration among the agents involved is necessary, in order to have consensus and agreements. The nurse manages the care when he plans it, delegates it or performs it, when he also interacts with the nursing team and with other professionals, occupying areas of articulation and negotiation in favor of the consecution of improvement of care(2,5,11,16-18), requiring from the subject the adoption of a participative attitude when interacting with the team and taking decisions, without imposing power, valuing the team work and leadership(2,5,11,17). The harmonious organizational environments, with satisfactory professional relation which allows cooperation and trust between the management and the subordinates and subordinates among themselves, favoring the overcoming of barriers imposed by the work and the construction of strategies of defense which will allow the continuity of the productive process(19).

It should also be added, that in this same scenario, the nurse faces functions related to the administration of material resources, aiming at the forecast and provision of resources for the production of care, one of the reasons of concern in the organizations of health, both in the public as well as in the private sector.

The management of material resources in the assistance of nursing is an administrative process which involves the taking of decision, in the search for efficiency of the use of the available inputs, respecting...
both the needs of the clientele as well as the institutional purposes\(^{(20)}\). The nursing team is the greater user of material resources in the assistance in health and the management control of the nurse involves several measures: quantitative and qualitative determination of the material necessary to assistance, control and evaluation of the material, participation in the process of buying, assistance of the profile of consumption, process of communication established with the workers for the orientation of the rational use, adequacy of cost benefits of the physical areas and of the material resources\(^{(5,10-11,16,19)}\).

In this context, it is up to them to search for means to guarantee availability and quality of the material and infrastructure resources, providing the team a better performance in the assistance to situations of urgency, facing the needs of the patients, in order to conciliate the organizational objectives and the objectives of the nursing team aiming at a better quality of assistance rendered\(^{(5,10-11,18-19)}\).

When using the administrative knowledge and his practice, the nurse manages the unit and the care, which also involves the taking of decision, the supervision and the leadership of the nursing team\(^{(2,10-11,19)}\). So, the objects of acting of the nurse in the managerial process are the organization of the work and of the resources which are necessary to its operationalization.

The educative dimension in the work of the nurse is one of the fundamental axes, which drives and qualifies the practices, enabling the following factors: transform hegemonic conceptions of the health-disease process, update practices, reformulate public and social policies, know and understand the dynamics of local needs in health and restructure or orient the process of decision of the sector of management in health\(^{(20-21)}\).

The choice of the pedagogical conception is fundamental in education in health to propitiate to the user with the possibility of criticism and elaboration of the knowledge, providing significant learning for the people. The educative actions made are effective instrument for the education of a critical knowledge, enabling the comprehension of subjects and their autonomy facing the conditions of life and health. Researches had reinforced the importance of the strategies which promote the behavioral changes adapted to the social cultural context and to the style of life of the users of the services of health, as well as a gradual and permanent responsibility\(^{(20-21)}\).

The education of the health professionals and the initiatives of continuous capacitation have been characterized by the relation with the process of institutional work, aiming at the transformation of the practice. For such, the discussion of the reality has been adopted as a pedagogical presupposition, from the elements that make sense for the responsible professionals, which is aimed at improving the conditions of work and of the quality of the services\(^{(20-21)}\).

The assistance area is privileged by the richness of phenomena that emerges as objects as studies, allowing several possibilities of research with the use of different methods, contributing for the consolidation of nursing as social practice\(^{(23)}\). It is highlighted that the nurse, in the everyday activities of work has possibilities of making researches \textit{in loco}, articulating researches and professional practices.

It is understood that the assistant based on conclusions generated by studies conducted by strict scientific methods, is considered gold standard in the care of health, for providing better quality of assistance minimizing cost due to the reduction of morbidity/mortality in medical errors, as well as promoting standards of safety and reliability to the health organizations\(^{(24)}\). Despite the fact that the practice based on evidence provides benefits for the patients, for
the health system and for the health professionals, the scholars show barriers for the implementation of this approach in health\(^{(25)}\). A study made with North-American nurses questioned the factors which impeded them to implement results of research in the daily practice, which reported lack of time, organizational culture, abilities and knowledge on Practice Based on Evidence and the lack of access to the evidence as well as the resistance of the leader/manager\(^{(25)}\).

It worth highlighting that the dimension research, inserted in the process of work of the nurse, requires the learning of new abilities for the use of different processes, combining the clinical experiences with the preferences of the patient that is receiving the care, for the taking of decision of some specific problem.

**Final Considerations**

The making of this research, whose objective was to understand the perception of the nurses on the dimensions of the work they perform in the daily activities of a university hospital enabled them to unveil the reality which permeates the professional exercise of the nurse in this context. The results highlighted that the nurses who participated in this study perceived the development of their work link to other dimension, as follows: assistance, administrative, educative and of research, which is confirmed by the literature.

The first category represented the several meanings concerning the assistance dimension of the work of the nurse, characterized as the human care based on science and technology, articulated with systematized actions which require theoretical and practical knowledge in order to substantiate and enable the health professional for the development of the activities, once they are characterized by different levels of complexity.

In the administrative dimension of the work of the nurse, the indispensable role of this professional in managing care, material and human resources is highlighted, as well as the units of hospital organization, with the purpose of enabling and guaranteeing safe assistance to the health of the citizens and of the society.

The educative dimension of the work of the nurse focused him in a fundamental, driving and qualifying axis of the social practices, which enables an educational, effective and permanent process with the participation of everyone within the reach of common objectives.

Finally, the dimension of research in the work of the nurse points the need that the professional has of continuous updating to produce and consume results of the research, which subsidize the process of care.

Although the study presents limitations, once it is referring to the case of only one hospital, the results show that the nurses need to reflect more deeply on their own practices, in order to redirect their actions, overcome possible difficulties and adopt critical reflexive attitudes on the process of work as a whole.

The study of the aspects related to the process of work of the nurse is indispensable at all times, despite the fact that many researches have already approached this theme, once the elements of this process are rethought, serving as support to the facts already discovered or being discussed under a new focus, which can provide new perspective for Nursing. Directed to new or old discoveries it is worth highlighting that the most important thing in this course is ‘to weave’ the identity of the nurse, many times overshadowed by the overload of work even by the organizational interests. To know the process of work of the nurse is to contribute with the strengthening of the profession and also to glimpse new processes of work.
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